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Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by Tunes - 29 Oct 2013 20:58
_____________________________________

Well folks, there it is, another massive update from Mojang, annnnnd guess what?

Server reset will happen! 

I've been quite away from the community and the server itself, hardly having time to update it and keep it
running.

The spawn is a complete crap, yes it is, never seen it so awful, the nest one will be a lot smaller and
more integrated into the enviroment, simpler and smaller.

Factions rules will change a bit too, into what, don't know atm, still figuring it out.

Whenever there's an update from the bukkit team, the server will be updated too when all the main
plugins catch up, until then, it will remain running at 1.6.4 for the time being.

Also, for people who don't see me on facebook, there's been a few changes in my life, got married, and
I'm starting up a new project on the local IPTV provider, soo time will be tight, but I will spend more time
at the keyboard, instead of managing projects on paper (tired of it), as so, server will get more updates
and work done, but I won't be able to join into the game play soon, so I count on our admins and mods to
work out something at spawn.

Until then, have fun with 1.6.4, I'll notify when the server will be ready.

Cheers.

============================================================================

Re: Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by Tunes - 12 Dec 2013 09:25
_____________________________________
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Hello, well, the server is still whitelisted, it's not stable, it crashes alone now and then... Hope this
weekend I'll be able to open the server to public and maybe with a few new things and ideas in it, I've
been quite busy with my recent work project and irl, so the fun part of my life must follow behind and not
ahead of me, sorry...

I've reset the map, inv's are gone, enderchests I have no idea yet.

Cheers

============================================================================

Re: Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by gracielynn - 13 Dec 2013 00:00
_____________________________________

Awwww. Oh well   Im just happy the server is starting back up again.

============================================================================

Re: Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by nuckyi - 13 Dec 2013 20:00
_____________________________________

I am Here toons if you need me

============================================================================

Re: Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by Minecraftwyatt01 - 17 Dec 2013 06:22
_____________________________________

Well im glad we can all be back on the server once again. But with a new server comes a new spawn.
So I 

was just wonder what the spawn theme could be. The last spawn was not the best looking. But I hope
this                                  spawn will look awesome. I know your all busy doing your own things which is
ok, because we can build this spawn one step at a time. Also I would love to help build the spawn if you
need it. 

============================================================================

Re: Minecraft update 1.7.2
Posted by VooDoo - 17 Dec 2013 18:15
_____________________________________
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Minecraftwyatt01 wrote:

Well im glad we can all be back on the server once again. But with a new server comes a new spawn.
So I 

was just wonder what the spawn theme could be. The last spawn was not the best looking. But I hope
this                                  spawn will look awesome. I know your all busy doing your own things which is
ok, because we can build this spawn one step at a time. Also I would love to help build the spawn if you
need it. 

Well, I can create a poll. If people suggest themes, I can make a thread-poll that will allow people to vote
for their favourite theme. Some theme suggestions I have are:

Rustic Town/Village.
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